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ABSTRACT
Class I protostars are thought to represent an early stage in the lifetime of protoplanetary disks,
when they are still embedded in their natal envelope. Here we measure the disk masses of 10 Class
I protostars in the Taurus Molecular Cloud to constrain the initial mass budget for forming planets
in disks. We use radiative transfer modeling to produce synthetic protostar observations and fit the
models to a multi-wavelength dataset using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo fitting procedure. We fit
these models simultaneously to our new CARMA 1.3 mm observations that are sensitive to the wide
range of spatial scales that are expected from protostellar disks and envelopes so as to be able to
distinguish each component, as well as broadband spectral energy distributions compiled from the
literature. We find a median disk mass of 0.018 M on average, more massive than the Taurus Class
II disks, which have median disk mass of ∼ 0.0025 M. This decrease in disk mass can be explained
if dust grains have grown by a factor of 75 in grain size, indicating that by the Class II stage, at a
few Myr, a significant amount of dust grain processing has occurred. However, there is evidence that
significant dust processing has occurred even during the Class I stage, so it is likely that the initial
mass budget is higher than the value quoted here.
1. INTRODUCTION
Stars form from clouds of gas and dust that collapse
under the strength of gravity. Conservation of angular
momentum causes the majority of the material to be de-
posited into a circumstellar disk. Viscosity in the disk
causes material to accrete onto the star. The viscous
time in these disks is comparable to theoretical expec-
tations of planet formation timescales.
Young stars have historically been classified by their
near-infrared spectral index (Lada 1987; Myers et al.
1987; Andre et al. 1993) and bolometric temperature
(e.g. Myers & Ladd 1993; Chen et al. 1995). Class 0
protostars are characterized by a lack of optical and
near-/mid-infrared emission, and low bolometric tem-
peratures, suggesting that the central source is highly
extincted. They are thought to represent the earliest
stage of star formation, where a massive protostellar en-
velope shrouds the central protostar, obscuring it’s light
from view. They are likely forming disks as material
from the envelope is funneled onto the protostar (Ulrich
1976; Terebey et al. 1984). It is not clear whether these
sources have rotationally supported disks, or whether
magnetic braking at these early ages inhibits disk for-
mation (e.g. Allen et al. 2003; Mellon & Li 2008; Li et al.
2013). Rotationally supported disks have been observed
around some Class 0 protostars (Tobin et al. 2012, 2013;
Murillo et al. 2013; Codella et al. 2014; Lindberg et al.
2014; Aso et al. 2015).
Class I protostars are characterized by steeply rising
near-infrared emission that peaks at mid-infrared wave-
lengths, and have bolometric temperatures of a few hun-
dred Kelvin. They are likely sources with mature pro-
toplanetary disks that are still being fed by a collapsing
envelope of material (e.g. Harsono et al. 2014; Aso et al.
2015).
Class II YSO’s have SEDs that are flat or declining
at near-infrared wavelengths, with some light from the
central star visible. By this stage the material in the
envelope is thought to have been depleted onto the disk
and protostar, exposing the stellar photosphere to ob-
servers. Finally Class III protostars are dominated by
the light of the central protostar with a small amount
of infrared excess, and are thought to be disks in which
the gas has been depleted and only a small amount of
rocky material remains.
Previous studies have shown this classification scheme
to be prone to errors. For example it is possible to mis-
take an edge-on disk as a highly obscured Class I proto-
star (e.g. Chiang & Goldreich 1999; Crapsi et al. 2008).
Disks that are highly obscured by foreground material
have also been mistaken for Class I disks (e.g. Brown
et al. 2012). More recent studies have attempted to de-
fine other metrics for determining the evolutionary state
of protostars, for example, based on bolometric temper-
atures and the strength of HCO+ emission towards the
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source (e.g. van Kempen et al. 2009). The best way,
however, to probe the underlying density distribution is
through spatially resolved observations of optically thin
matter. Detailed radiative transfer modeling of datasets
at multiple wavelengths can be used break model de-
generacies, constrain parameters like temperature and
opacity, and determine physical properties of the sys-
tem (e.g. Osorio et al. 2003; Wolf et al. 2003; Eisner
et al. 2005; Lommen et al. 2008; Gramajo et al. 2010;
Eisner 2012; Sheehan & Eisner 2014, 2017).
The masses of protoplanetary disks are an important
driver for the processes of star and planet formation.
Early in the lifetime of protostars disks are thought to be
massive and turbulent, and accretion from the envelope
onto these massive disks could cause gravitational insta-
bilities that drive high accretion rates in young sources
(e.g. Kenyon & Hartmann 1987). The disk mass also sets
a limit on the amount of material available for forming
planets and the ultimate outcomes of the planet forma-
tion process (e.g. Alibert et al. 2005).
Disk masses are typically measured from their sub-
millimeter flux, which if tracing optically thin matter, is
directly proportional to the amount of material present
in the disk (e.g. Beckwith et al. 1990). Class II disks
are the easiest to study because, without a protostellar
envelope, the entirety of the sub-millimeter flux can be
attributed to disk emission. In the past decade there has
been a large effort, particularly with interferometers like
CARMA, the SMA, and now ALMA, towards measuring
Class II disk masses (Andrews & Williams 2005, 2007;
Eisner et al. 2008; Mann & Williams 2010; Mann et al.
2014; Ansdell et al. 2016; Barenfeld et al. 2016; Pascucci
et al. 2016; Ansdell et al. 2017). These studies typically
find that the majority of these disks fall well below the
0.01−0.1 M needed to form planetary systems like our
own (e.g. Weidenschilling 1977; Desch 2007).
It may be that by the typical age of Class II disks
(1 − 5 Myr; Andre & Montmerle 1994; Barsony 1994),
dust grain growth has locked up large amounts of mass
in large bodies to which sub-millimeter observations are
not sensitive. If this is the case, then studying the disks
around the younger (∼ 0.5 Myr; Evans et al. 2009) Class
I disks, which have had less significant dust processing,
may give a better picture of the initial mass budget for
forming planets. The masses of these disks are more dif-
ficult to determine because they are still embedded in
their natal envelope, and any millimeter flux measure-
ment will include a contribution from both the disk and
envelope. Masses for Class I disks have been measured
from high resolution millimeter visibilities by using ra-
diative transfer modeling to separate disk and envelope
contributions (Eisner et al. 2005; Eisner 2012; Sheehan
& Eisner 2014), but sample sizes for these surveys are
small.
In this paper we present a study of a sample of 10
Class I protostars in the Taurus Molecular Cloud, ex-
panding on our previous work by including new, high
resolution CARMA 1.3 mm maps for an expanded sam-
ple of objects. We use radiative transfer modeling and
employ a fitting method that uses Markov Chain Monte
Carlo simulations to fit models simultaneously to a 1.3
mm visibilities + broadband SED dataset and measure
physical properties of the systems such as disk masses
and radii. We discuss how these measurements of Class
I disk masses compare to measurements of Class II disk
masses, and what this means for the formation of plan-
ets.
2. OBSERVATIONS & DATA REDUCTION
2.1. Sample Selection
Our sample includes 10 protostars in Taurus that are
consistently identified as Class I across multiple inde-
pendent studies (e.g. Myers et al. 1987; Kenyon et al.
1993; Motte & Andre´ 2001; Andrews & Williams 2005;
Furlan et al. 2008; Eisner 2012). All of our targets fit
standard criteria for selecting Class I protostars: all have
an infrared spectral index of α > 0.15 and a bolomet-
ric temperature of 70 < Tbol < 650 (e.g. Myers et al.
1987; Chen et al. 1995; Motte & Andre´ 2001; Andrews
& Williams 2005). Furthermore, all of our targets have
been observed with the Spitzer IRS spectrograph and
most have silicate and/or CO2 ice absorption in their
spectra, commonly associated with embedded sources
(e.g. Alexander et al. 2003; Watson et al. 2004; Boogert
et al. 2004; Pontoppidan et al. 2008).
In this sample we have excluded Class I objects that
have been identified as compact binaries because the
modeling of close separation binaries can be more chal-
lenging (e.g. Sheehan & Eisner 2014). In all, our sample
contains 10 of 12 companionless bona fide Class I proto-
stars in Taurus. We were unable to observe the remain-
ing 2, which were left for last because they were expected
to be faint, before CARMA was decommissioned. Our
targets do, however, span a wide range of millimeter
fluxes (Motte & Andre´ 2001; Jørgensen et al. 2009; Eis-
ner 2012) so they should span a range of masses of cir-
cumstellar material. They also span a range of spectral
types (M6-K4; White & Hillenbrand 2004; Doppmann
et al. 2005; Connelley & Greene 2010) and scattered
light morphologies (e.g. Padgett et al. 1999; Stark et al.
2006; Gramajo et al. 2010).
2.2. CARMA 1.3 mm Observations
We obtained 230 GHz Combined Array for Research
in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA) dust contin-
uum observations of our sample from September 3, 2012
until January 15, 2015. The observations were taken
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Table 1. Log of CARMA Observations
Source Observation Date Configuration Baselines
(UT) (m)
IRAS 04016+2610 Sep. 3 2012, Jan. 22 2013, Mar. 17, 19, 19, Oct. 3, Dec. 29 2014 E, B, C, C, C, E, D 4 - 982
IRAS 04108+2803B Mar. 20, Jun. 19, Oct. 3 2014, Jan. 15 2015 C, E, E, D 6 - 386
IRAS 04158+2805 Sep. 3 2012, Jan. 21, Feb. 1 2013, Mar. 20, Oct. 3, Dec. 30 2015 E, B, B, C, E, D 5 - 982
IRAS 04166+2706 Oct. 3 2012, Jan. 2, 21, Feb 1 2013 E, C, B, B 5 - 982
IRAS 04169+2702 Oct. 3 2012, Jan. 2, 22 2013 E, C, B 5 - 982
IRAS 04181+2654A Oct. 5 2014, Jan. 2 2015 E, D 7 - 152
IRAS 04181+2654B Mar. 17, 19, 19, Oct. 3 2014, Jan. 3 2015 C, C, C, E, D 7 - 386
IRAS 04263+2426 Mar. 17, 19, 19, Jun. 19, Oct. 3, Dec. 29 2014 C, C, C, E, E, D 5 - 386
IRAS 04295+2251 Oct. 4 2014, Jan. 2 2015 E, D 7 - 153
IRAS 04302+2247 Sep. 3 2012, Jan. 2 2013, Jan. 3 2015 E, C, D 1 - 386
IRAS 04365+2535 Sep. 3 2012, Jan. 15 2015 E, D 5 - 152
with CARMA’s B, C, D, and E configurations (base-
lines ranging from ∼5 m to ∼1 km) so that our data
would be sensitive to both large and small scale struc-
tures from the protostellar disks and envelopes. The
observations were set up with 14 of CARMA’s 16 spec-
tral windows in wideband continuum mode from 216.798
GHz to 233.296 GHz with 500 MHz of bandwidth per-
spectral window. The continuum observations had a
mean frequency of 222.242 GHz and a total of 7 GHz
of continuum bandwidth. The remaining two spectral
windows were configured for spectral line observations,
which we will discuss in a separate paper. We show a
log of our observations in Table 1.
The CARMA data were reduced using the CASA soft-
ware package in the standard way. For the majority of
the tracks Uranus was used as the flux calibrator, the
quasar 3C84 as the bandpass calibrator, and 3C111 and
QSO 0510+180 as the gain calibrators. For a few tracks,
QSO 0530+135 was also used as the gain calibrator when
3C111 or QSO 0510+180 were unavailable. For tracks
where Uranus was unavailable to use as the flux calibra-
tor we used 3C84 instead with measured fluxes from the
SMA calibrator catalog.
Following calibration, the data were imaged by Fourier
transforming the visibilities with CASA’s clean routine
to produce images of our targets. For each source we
combine all of the available tracks and configurations
to produce a single image. We use the multi-frequency
synthesis mode and the Briggs weighting scheme with a
robust parameter of 0.5. Because CARMA is a hetero-
geneous array, mosaicking mode is needed to correctly
image the data. We show images of our targets in Fig-
ures 1a & 1b. Although we show images of the data,
we do all of our analysis and modeling directly with the
visibilities.
2.3. SEDs from the Literature
For each of our sources we compiled a broadband SED
using data from the literature. This data includes pho-
tometry from Spitzer IRAC and MIPS, WISE, 2MASS,
and IRAS as well as other infrared and millimeter
surveys (Ladd et al. 1991; Barsony & Kenyon 1992;
Moriarty-Schieven et al. 1994; Ohashi et al. 1996; Chan-
dler & Richer 2000; Motte & Andre´ 2001; Young et al.
2003; Andrews & Williams 2005, 2007; Eisner 2012). In
addition to this photometry, we downloaded a calibrated
Spitzer IRS spectrum with wavelength coverage from
5− 30 µm from the CASSIS database to include in our
SED (Lebouteiller et al. 2011, 2015).
In order to assess the quality of our model fits through
metrics such as χ2, which we describe in Section 3.6,
we assume a uniform 10% flux uncertainty on all pho-
tometry from the literature. We also sample the IRS
spectrum at 25 points spaced uniformly over the spec-
tral range to include in our SED. We do this because
calculating fluxes at the several hundred IRS spectrum
channels with our radiative transfer modeling routines
is computationally expensive, and the goal of this paper
is not to model in extreme detail the IRS spectrum.
2.4. HST Scattered Light Images
Five of our sources (IRAS 04016+2610, IRAS
04108+2803B, IRAS 04158+2805, IRAS 04295+2251
and IRAS 0302+2247) have near-infrared Hubble
Space Telescope scattered light images with the Wide-
field Planetary Camera available, although IRAS
04108+2803 is a non-detection. We downloaded cali-
brated versions of these images from the Hubble Legacy
4 Sheehan et al.
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Figure 1a. We show the 1.3 mm CARMA maps (first and third columns) and broadband SEDs (second and fourth columns)
for each of the sources in our sample. Contours start at 2σ and subsequent contours are at intervals of 5σ. For these maps,
σ ranges from 0.5 – 1.5 mJy. Many of our sources were observed with high enough spatial resolution to resolve structure in
their disks and envelopes. Only one source, I04181B is undetected in our maps. For all sources the SED is sampled across the
electromagnetic spectrum and includes a high resolution Spitzer IRS spectrum.
Archive for comparison with our models.
3. MODELING
We use detailed radiative transfer modeling to pro-
duce synthetic observations of a protostar model that
can be matched to our millimeter visibilities + broad-
band SED dataset. The model includes a central star,
protoplanetary disk, and a rotating collapsing envelope,
following the modeling scheme of Eisner et al. (2005),
Eisner (2012), and Sheehan & Eisner (2014). These pre-
vious studies ran large grids of radiative transfer models
and fit those grids to multi-wavelength datasets to de-
termine system parameters. The availability of compu-
tational resources, however, limited those previous stud-
ies to a small set of discrete values for each parameter.
Here we have developed a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
procedure to more completely explore parameter space,
particularly in the vicinity of the best fit model. We de-
scribe the components and free parameters of the model
as well as our modeling technique below.
3.1. Pre-Main-Sequence Star
Our Class I model includes a central protostar with a
temperature of 4000 K and a luminosity, L∗, that left as
a free parameter. The majority of the sources in our sys-
tem are K- or M-type stars (White & Hillenbrand 2004;
Doppmann et al. 2005; Connelley & Greene 2010), so a
temperature of 4000 K is a reasonable assumption. We
may, however, explore varying the protostellar temper-
ature in future works.
3.2. Disk
Our model also includes a protoplanetary disk that
uses the standard density profile of a flared power-law
disk,
ρ = ρ0
(
R
R0
)−α
exp
(
−1
2
[
z
h(R)
]2)
, (1)
where R and z are in cylindrical coordinates. h(R) is
the disk scale height at a given radius,
h(R) = h0
(
R
1 AU
)β
. (2)
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Figure 1b. Continued.
The surface density profile is
Σ = Σ0
(
R
R0
)−γ
, γ = α− β. (3)
We truncate the disk at a specified inner and outer
disk radius, Rin and Rdisk, that are allowed to vary in
our fit. The surface density power law exponent, γ, and
the scale height power law exponent, β, are also left as
free parameters in our model. We leave the disk mass,
Mdisk, and scale height at 1 AU, h0, as free parameters.
The density at the inner radius, ρ0 can be calculated
from the disk mass by integrating equation 1 over all
space.
3.3. Envelope
Our sources are young and likely embedded in an en-
velope of material remaining from the initial cloud from
which they formed, so we also include an envelope com-
ponent in our protostar model. We use the density pro-
file for a rotating collapsing envelope from Ulrich (1976),
ρ =
M˙
4pi
(
GM∗r3
)− 1
2
(
1 +
µ
µ0
)− 1
2
(
µ
µ0
+ 2µ20
Rc
r
)−1
(4)
where µ = cos θ, and r and θ are defined in the typical
sense for spherical coordinates. We truncate the enve-
lope at the same inner radius, Rin, as the disk and at
an outer radius, Renv, that is left as a free parameter.
We require that the envelope radius be larger than the
disk radius. Rc is the critical radius, inside of which
the envelope begins to flatten due to rotation, and is
the location where the majority of material is accreting
onto the disk (Ulrich 1976; Terebey et al. 1984). This
makes the most sense physically if the critical radius is
equal to the disk radius, so in our model we specify that
Rc = Rdisk. The envelope mass, Menv, is also a free
parameter, and the density normalization can again be
calculated by integrating equation 4 over all space.
We give the envelope an outflow cavity. In regions
where
z > 1 AU + rζ (5)
we reduce the envelope density by the factor fcav. We
leave both ζ and fcav as free parameters to be varied in
our modeling routines.
3.4. Dust
We provide our disk model with dust opacities that are
the same as those used by Sheehan & Eisner (2014), that
for small maximum dust grain sizes, are similar to the
icy dust grains from Ossenkopf & Henning (1994). The
opacities have a composition that is 40% astronomical
silicate, 30% organics, and 30% water ice, roughly fol-
lowing the recipe from Pollack et al. (1994) but adjusted
to match the dense protostellar core opacities from Os-
senkopf & Henning (1994) (see Sheehan & Eisner 2014
for a more thorough discussion). We use a gain size
distribution with n ∝ a−p with p = 3.5 (Mathis et al.
1977), and dust grains ranging from 0.005 µm to amax.
In the envelope, where dust grain growth is likely to be
less advanced, we fix amax = 1 µm. In the disk, however,
we leave amax as a free parameter.
3.5. Radiative Transfer Modeling + Synthetic Images
We use the 3D Monte Carlo radiative transfer mod-
eling codes RADMC-3D (Dullemond 2012) and Hyperion
6 Sheehan et al.
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(Robitaille 2011) to produce synthetic observations of
our protostar model that can be subsequently be com-
pared with our combined millimeter visibilities + broad-
band SED dataset. We use the radiative transfer codes
to run a simulation to calculate the temperature every-
where throughout the disk and envelope by propagat-
ing photon packets through the model and updating the
temperature in each model cell every time a photon is
absorbed and then reemitted.
In most cases we use RADMC-3D to do the temperature
calculation, however for protostars with a particularly
high density, i.e. small disk or envelope radii or large
disk or envelope masses, we use Hyperion because it
can be run in parallel to speed up the computation. We
have compared the results from RADMC-3D and Hyperion
when running the same input model and find that the
codes are consistent. Following the radiative transfer
simulation we use raytracing in RADMC-3D to produce
synthetic SEDs and millimeter images, and we Fourier
transform the millimeter images to produce synthetic
visibilities.
The viewing angle parameters, inclination and posi-
tion angle (i and p.a.), are free parameters in our fitting
procedure. Rather than include positional offsets as free
parameters, we use simple Gaussian fits to the data to
determine offsets for each source and to center the data.
3.6. Fitting Procedure
We fit our model to the data by comparing synthetic
visibilities and SEDs to our millimeter visibilities +
broadband SED dataset with the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) code emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al.
2013). emcee uses an implementation of the Goodman &
Weare affine invariant ensemble sampler to explore pa-
rameter space. We assume uniform priors on each of the
parameters, with the following limits: 0.1 L ≤ L∗ ≤
10 L, Mdisk < 0.3 M, 0.1 AU < Rin < Rdisk < Renv,
0.01 AU < h0, −0.5 < γ < 2, 0 < β < 2, Menv < 1
M, 0 < fcav < 1, 0.5 < ζ < 1.5, 1µm < amax < 1 cm,
0◦ < i < 90◦, 0◦ < p.a. < 180◦, and 0 < AK < 2. For
each source in our sample we run a MCMC fit in which
we spread out 200 walkers randomly with a uniform dis-
tribution over a large volume of parameter space and the
walkers collectively move towards regions of parameters
space that represent better fits to the data.
In these simulations the walkers are seeking to max-
imize the log-likihood of the model, which is directly
proportional to χ2. Here we are simultaneously fitting
to the millimeter visibilities and the broadband SED,
which are separate datasets with heteroscedastic error
bars, so specifying a goodness-of-fit metric is challeng-
ing. For simplicity we use the weighted sum of the χ2
values for our individual datasets,
X2 = wvis χ
2
vis + wSED χ
2
SED, (6)
to provide a log-likihood to our fits, and we seek to
maximize −X2/2. χ2vis is calculated by directly com-
paring the real and imaginary components of the data
and model visibilities, although in subsequent figures we
show the one-dimensional azimuthally averaged visibil-
ity amplitudes and millimeter images as they are easier
to interpret. We can vary the weights of each dataset
(w∗) to increase the contribution of that dataset to the
fit. As resolved images provide more direct information
about source geometry than unresolved SEDs, we typ-
ically weight up the visibilities to ensure that they are
fit well. We have found empirically (e.g. see Sheehan
& Eisner 2014) that using wvis = 10 and wSED = 1
provide a good balance in fitting both datasets simulta-
neously. We use those values for fitting all of our sources.
We allow the walkers to explore parameter space for
an extended burn-in period, during which the walkers
converge towards regions of parameter space that fit the
data well. We consider the walkers to have converged
once there is a negligible change in the parameter val-
ues compared with the spread of the walkers over a large
number of steps. This criterion is satisfied for most tar-
gets, but may not be formally satisfied for some param-
eters that are not well constrained by our datasets for
a few objects. Waiting for those parameters to formally
converge would take too long due to the high compu-
tational demand of this procedure. The generation of
a radiative transfer model for a single set of parameter
values (i.e. a single step of a single walker) is computa-
tionally intensive to run and can take anywhere from a
few minutes to a few hours. emcee uses MPI to spread
the calculations out over a large number of cores, with
each core computing the models for a subset of walkers,
to significantly speed up the computation. In principle
the calculations can be spread over any number of nodes,
but we find that fits typically converge over reasonable
timescales of a few weeks when run using a single node
with 28 cpus. We can run fits to many sources simulta-
neously, each on a single node of a supercomputer.
4. RESULTS
Our model fitting procedure is able to find models that
reproduce the combined 1.3 mm visibilities + broadband
SED dataset for each of our sources. We list the best
fit parameters for these models in Table 3 and show the
best fit models compared with the data for each source
in Figures 2a-2j. We note that the masses (both disk
and envelope) listed here assume a standard gas-to-dust
ratio of 100. Dust masses, which are the values that are
directly constrained by our modeling, are a factor of 100
lower. We list total mass for ease of comparing with the
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Figure 2a. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS 04016+2610
with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in the center panel. We
also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. The green curve shows our base model, which matches
the visibilities but does not extinct the spectrum sufficiently at short wavelengths. If we include some foreground extinction in
the fit (the red line), however, the models fit the data. Parameters for these models can be found in Table 3.
Minimum Mass Solar Nebula, which is typically quoted
in terms of total mass.
The best fit parameters in Table 3 are the median
values of the posterior distribution for each parameter,
after burn-in is discarded. We also derive uncertain-
ties on the listed values as the range around the median
that contains 68% of the posterior distribution. While
these uncertainties are a reasonable representation of the
range of allowed values for each parameter, our weighted
sum of χ2 likely makes it such that these are not rigorous
uncertainties. We have, however, compared the uncer-
tainties we measure on inclination with the results of
a simple uniform disk geometrical fit and find that the
magnitudes of the errors are generally in agreement. As
such, the errors we list are likely reasonable estimates of
how well constrained our models are.
We show triangle plots of the projected posterior dis-
tributions for all parameter pairs for each source in Fig-
ures 5a – 5j. These plots are useful for assessing the
range of parameters allowed by our fits, and also for de-
termining what degeneracies might be present. For ex-
ample, in our fits we find that envelope mass and radius
(Menv and Renv) are often degenerate, likely because for
many of our sources we lack the short baselines in our
millimeter data needed to fully probe envelope structure.
Our sample has a range of inferred properties, includ-
ing disk radii ranging from 25−570 AU and disk masses
ranging from 0.0002 − 0.15 M. Our sample also has
a diversity of envelope properties, with masses ranging
from 0.003− 1 M and radii from 400− 10000 AU. The
ratio of disk-to-envelope masses ranges from 0.2−5. We
discuss each of the sources below.
4.1. IRAS 04016+2610
IRAS 04016+2610 has one of the largest disks in our
sample, with a radius of about 500 AU. For such a large
disk, though, it is relatively low mass, at 0.009 M. The
disk is highly inclined, with an inclination of 67◦. Al-
though we did not include scattered light imaging in our
fit, our best fit model nicely reproduces the observed
HST scattered light image of the system (see Figure
3). The envelope is about twice as massive as the disk,
indicating that IRAS 04016+2610 is a well-embedded
source.
Our base model is not able to fully reproduce
both the millimeter visibilities and the SED for IRAS
04016+2610 simultaneously. Any fit that reproduces
the millimeter visibilities does not provide enough ex-
tinction to match the SED at near-infrared wavelengths
(see Figure 2a), so some additional source of extinction
is needed. To remedy this, we have run a fit that in-
cludes an additional parameter, the K-band extinction
(AK) that we use to redden the SED using the McClure
et al. (2010) extinction law, and find that both datasets
can be reproduced with AK ∼ 1.5.
Although this extinction could simply be from the
large scale cloud in the foreground of IRAS 04016+2610,
previous studies of the system have suggested other pos-
sibilities. Hogerheijde & Sandell (2000) found that IRAS
04016+2610 is in close proximity to a neighboring star-
less dark cloud, and Brinch et al. (2007a) found that
they could only fit their models if IRAS 04016+2610
was located behind the edge of that dark cloud. If this
dark cloud is indeed in the foreground, as Brinch et al.
(2007a) suggests, it could be the source of the extinc-
tion. Alternatively, it may be that this large amount
of extinction could come from large scale, constant den-
sity material from the cloud that has not yet begun to
collapse, but could collapse sometime in the future (e.g.
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Figure 2b. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS
04108+2803B with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in
the center panel. We also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. Parameters for these models can
be found in Table 3.
Jayawardhana et al. 2001).
IRAS 04016+2610 was previously studied using a sim-
ilar procedure to our own modeling by Eisner (2012), but
using a grid rather than an MCMC fit. The parameters
for the best fits IRAS 04016+2610 are similar to what
we find here, with a typical disk mass of 0.005 M and a
disk radius of 250 - 450 AU. Most of the best fit models
from Eisner (2012) for IRAS 04016+2610, however, are
found to have i ∼ 35− 40◦, much smaller than what we
find here. The exception to this a model in which the
scattered light image is given more weight, and as a re-
sult the best fit inclination is 65◦. This is also consistent
with the inclination Stark et al. (2006) found, of i ∼ 65◦
by modeling only the near-infrared scattered light im-
age. Measurements of the inclination from the bipolar
outflow found to be associated with IRAS 04016+2610
(Gomez et al. 1997; Hogerheijde et al. 1998) find that
the disk must have an inclination of 60◦, in very good
agreement with what we find here.
Other studies have previously modeled this source and
found a range of results. Furlan et al. (2008) found
a much lower inclination (i ∼ 40◦) and disk radius
(Rc ∼ 100 AU), but only considered the SED and had
no imaging constraints on the system geometry from
imaging. Similarly, Robitaille et al. (2007) found low
inclinations from a SED-only fit. Gramajo et al. (2010)
find a higher inclination, of 50− 63◦ by considering the
Spitzer IRS spectrum and scattered light images, along
with the broadband SED. Brinch et al. (2007a) found
that the IRAS 04016+2610 has a slightly flattened en-
velope with an inclination of 74◦, while Brinch et al.
(2007b) suggested that the disk may be misaligned with
the envelope and has an inclination of 40◦, but these
models were based on lower resolution observations than
we present here. Inferred disk masses for this source
range from ∼ 0.004 − 0.02 M, and our measurement
falls nicely in the middle of that range.
4.2. IRAS 04108+2803B
Our best fit model for IRAS 04108+2803B has both
a compact disk (Rdisk ≈ 50 AU) and envelope (Renv ≈
370 AU), and the disk is about three times as massive
as the envelope. The disk is not resolved well in our
millimeter maps, nor is the system detected in scattered
light, so the constraints on geometrical properties of the
system are somewhat weak.
This system has been modeled previously and found
to have a compact disk, with a disk radius of 30-100
AU and moderate (20-60◦) inclinations (Kenyon et al.
1993; Whitney et al. 1997; Eisner et al. 2005; Furlan
et al. 2008). Our best fit model is in good agreement
with Eisner et al. (2005), who find a disk radius of 30
AU, an envelope radius of 500 AU, and an inclination
of 24◦. They find that the disk is significantly more
massive than our results (Mdisk ∼ 0.5 M), but they
also suggest that this is likely an overestimate.
Chiang & Goldreich (1999) suggested that the SED
of this source could be fit by an inclined flared accre-
tion disk, suggesting that the disk may be an edge-on
Class II disk rather than a Class I source. The large disk
radius needed (∼ 250 AU), though, would have been re-
solved in our millimeter observations, and indeed Eisner
et al. (2005) find that an envelope component is needed
to fit the SED. Watson et al. (2004) also suggest that
the 15.2 µm ice absorption feature found in the Spitzer
IRS spectrum is most likely to arise in an envelope. This
is consistent with our own results that find that an en-
velope is needed to match the data.
Our results do, however, show that the envelope is
quite low-mass compared to other Class I sources, which
seems to suggest that IRAS 04108+2803B is close to dis-
pelling its envelope and emerging as a Class II system.
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Figure 2c. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS 04158+2805
with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in the center panel. We
also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. Parameters for these models can be found in Table 3.
This is consistent with the presence of a wide-separation
companion, IRAS 04108+2803A, that appears to be a
more evolved, Class II system. If the binary system is
approximately coeval, as might be expected, then these
sources may both be young and on the boundary be-
tween Class I and II.
4.3. IRAS 04158+2805
IRAS 04158+2805 has the largest disk of the sam-
ple, at Rdisk = 570 AU, and is the most massive disk
(Mdisk = 0.15 M). The disk is somewhat inclined, at
about 65◦. The envelope has a mass of Menv = 0.08
M and a radius of Renv = 3800 AU. Like IRAS
04016+2610, we did not include the HST scattered light
image in the fit, but our best fit model naturally re-
produces the scattered light image without any fitting
needed (see Figure 3).
There has been some disagreement about the nature of
this object in previous studies. Most signs point to this
source being a very low mass protostar, with a spec-
tral type of M5-6 (M∗ ∼ 0.1 − 0.2) (White & Hillen-
brand 2004; Luhman 2006; Connelley & Greene 2010),
although mass estimates from gas kinematics (Andrews
et al. 2008) and other spectral typing surveys (Dopp-
mann et al. 2005) have suggested it might be more mas-
sive. Some studies have classified IRAS 04158+2805 as
a Class II disk, and indeed Glauser et al. (2008) sug-
gested that the near-infrared scattered light image and
SED for the system could be fit without an envelope
component. However, their model needs a much larger
disk radius (Rdisk ∼ 1150 AU) than what we find here.
Our observations suggest that the disk is much smaller
than that, although still quite large compared to typi-
cal protoplanetary disks. Moreover, the infrared spec-
trum exhibits absorption features of H2O and CO2 ices
and a silicate absorption feature, all of which are more
commonly associated with Class I sources embedded in
envelopes (e.g. Watson et al. 2004; Pontoppidan et al.
2008). The presence of these features along with the
good fit of our disk+envelope model to the combined
SED and millimeter visibilities suggest that this is an
embedded source.
4.4. IRAS 04166+2706
Our best fit model for IRAS 04166+2706 indicates a
180 AU radius disk and an envelope that is about four
times more massive than its disk. The disk and the en-
velope are clearly detected in our millimeter visibilities,
with an apparent break at 30-80 kλ where the disk be-
gins to dominate over the envelope. There is no apparent
flattening at the shortest baselines, likely indicating that
we have resolved out some of the envelope, and may be
underestimating its mass. No HST scattered light im-
age was available for the source, and Eisner et al. (2005)
were unable to detect it in scattered light with Keck
LRIS imaging. This is perhaps unsurprising, given how
embedded the source appears to be from the SED.
IRAS 04166+2706’s defining characteristic is it’s bipo-
lar outflow (Bontemps et al. 1996) that has an ex-
tremely high velocity component that is highly colli-
mated (Tafalla et al. 2004; Santiago-Garc´ıa et al. 2009;
Wang et al. 2014). That, coupled with its highly em-
bedded disk, have led some to suggest that it is a Class
0 protostar. Tafalla et al. (2004) suggested based on the
outflow that the disk must be highly inclined, although
our high resolution millimeter observations contradict
that.
The disk mass of our best fit model for IRAS
04166+2706 is in good agreement with the results from
Eisner (2012), but the disk radius we measure is much
smaller (180 AU compared with 450 AU). Furlan et al.
(2008) find a disk radius of 300 AU, although note that
a disk of 200 AU can also provide a good fit. Kenyon
et al. (1993) find a smaller disk (70 AU), but a simi-
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Figure 2d. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS 04166+2706
with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in the center panel. We
also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. Parameters for these models can be found in Table 3.
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Figure 2e. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS 04169+2702
with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in the center panel. We
also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. Parameters for these models can be found in Table 3.
lar inclination (30◦). Our millimeter dataset, however is
much higher resolution than what was available for Eis-
ner (2012), and Kenyon et al. (1993) and Furlan et al.
(2008) model only the SED, so we are able to constrain
the structure of the disk.
4.5. IRAS 04169+2702
IRAS 04169+2702 has a compact (Rdisk ∼ 40 AU)
disk hidden in a larger envelope that is about four times
more massive than the disk. The disk is has a mass of
Mdisk ∼ 0.012, and it is being viewed at a moderate in-
clination of ∼ 41◦. The millimeter visibility amplitudes
flatten out at around 50 kλ, likely where the disk begins
to dominate over the envelope.
This source was modeled previously by Eisner (2012),
who found a much larger disk, typically 250 – 450 AU
although weighting up the SED produces a fit with a
100 AU disk, but comparable disk masses and inclina-
tions. Furlan et al. (2008) fit the SED with a disk about
twice the size we find here, but with a high inclination,
while Robitaille et al. (2007) found from SED fitting
that Rdisk < 150 AU and i > 30
◦, both in agreement
with our results. IRAS 04169+2702 is associated with
a bipolar outflow (Bontemps et al. 1996), and Ohashi
et al. (1997) find that the outflow is associated with an
elongated envelope structure inclined 60◦ with respect
to our line of sight (Ohashi et al. 1997). However, com-
pared with both of these studies we have much better
resolution to study disk structure, so our measurement
is likely more accurate.
4.6. IRAS 04181+2654A
IRAS 04181+2654A appears to be a low mass disk
(Mdisk ∼ 0.006 M) embedded in a very massive enve-
lope (Menv ∼ 1 M). Although the visibilities are noisy,
a clear break in the visibility profile at around 10 kλ is
readily identifiable, indicating the presence of significant
amounts of emission on large spatial scales. Our obser-
vations are not sensitive to large enough scales to fully
determine the structure of the envelope, but it appears
12 Sheehan et al.
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Figure 2f. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS
04181+2654A with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in
the center panel. We also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. Parameters for these models can
be found in Table 3.
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Figure 2g. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS
04181+2654B with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in
the center panel. We also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. Parameters for these models can
be found in Table 3.
to be quite large (Renv ∼ 20000 AU) and massive. The
disk, by comparison, is quite compact, with a radius of
about 50 AU and a mass of only 0.006 M.
Because this object has few flux measurements at mil-
limeter wavelengths, there have been a lack of studies
to determine parameters for the system, and what has
been done only considered the SED. Our results are in
good agreement with what was found by Furlan et al.
(2008), who find a low inclination disk with a radius
of 50 AU and an envelope with a radius of 10,000 AU.
Kenyon et al. (1993) also find that the disk is compact
(Rdisk = 70 AU) and low inclination (i = 30
◦).
4.7. IRAS 04181+2654B
IRAS 04181+2654B is detected in the near- to far-
infrared, but has not been detected at millimeter wave-
lengths. This remains true of our own observations,
which detect no 1.3 mm emission. It seems to be em-
bedded based on CO2 ice absorption in its Spitzer IRS
SED and its association with the embedded source IRAS
04181+2654A. We have included the source in our mod-
eling, but the models are not constrained well. We show
that the disk is likely small and low mass, but can say
little else definitively. At 31” from IRAS 04181+2654A,
or 4300 AU projected separation, it falls well within the
envelope we measure for IRAS 04181+2654A. As that
envelope is quite large and massive, it could be that this
source is simply a low mass disk hidden behind the IRAS
04181+2654A envelope.
4.8. IRAS 04295+2251
Our model for IRAS 04295+2251 fits both the broad-
band SED and millimeter visibilities, and naturally re-
produces the scattered light image, as seen in Figure 3.
We have not resolved the disk well, but it appears to
have a radius of about 130 AU and a mass of ∼ 0.02
M. The best-fit model indicates that the disk has a
relatively low inclination (i ∼ 60◦). The good match
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Figure 2h. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS 04295+2251
with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in the center panel. We
also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. Parameters for these models can be found in Table 3.
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Figure 2i. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS 04302+2247
with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in the center panel. We
also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. Parameters for these models can be found in Table 3.
to the scattered light image, even though the scattered
light image was not used to determine the fit, validates
our inferred inclination. The envelope is of compara-
ble mass to the disk, but the visibility profile does not
flatten at small < 10 kλ scales, which may indicate that
there is large scale envelope material that is resolved out
by our observations.
Our best fit model is generally in agreement with what
is found by previous studies. Eisner et al. (2005) found
that the disk has a radius of 100 AU and that the in-
clination is low (i ∼ 20◦). Eisner (2012) found that
IRAS 04295+2251 has a compact (30–100 AU) disk with
a mass of 0.01 M◦ and a higher inclination, of 45–55◦.
Furlan et al. (2008) model the SED and find a very com-
pact (Rdisk = 20 AU) disk with an inclination of 70
◦.
Chiang & Goldreich (1999) suggested that IRAS 04295
could be an edge on disk, but our modeling indicates
that the disk that has a low inclination, and an envelope
component is needed to reproduce the observations.
4.9. IRAS 04302+2247
IRAS 04302+2247 is a well-known edge-on disk (Wolf
et al. 2003, 2008; Eisner 2012) nicknamed the “butterfly
star” by Lucas & Roche (1997) for it’s scattered light
morphology, and our modeling results are in agreement
with that. Our results suggest that it has a massive
disk, with Mdisk ∼ 0.1 M, and a radius of ∼ 240 AU.
Although the envelope is still comparable in mass to
most of our targets (Menv ∼ 0.02 M), it is several times
less massive than the disk, possibly indicating that IRAS
04302+2247 may be in the process of shedding the final
layers of it’s envelope. Alternatively, it is possible that
we are resolving out large scale structure in the envelope,
as has been pointed out for several of our other targets.
Although the general morphology of the scattered
light image is reproduced by our modeling, the scat-
tered light image prefers a model that is even more edge
on (also see Wolf et al. 2003) than what we find here
(i ∼ 78±1). Interestingly, our best fit model appears to
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Figure 2j. We show the 1.3 mm visibility profile (left), 1.3 mm image (center), and broadband SED (right) for IRAS 04365+2535
with the best-fit disk+envelope model curves over-plotted in green on the left and right and as contours in the center panel. We
also show the disk contribution to the visibilities as a gray dashed line. The green curve shows our base model, which matches
the visibilities but does not extinct the spectrum sufficiently at short wavelengths. If we include some foreground extinction in
the fit (the red line), however, the models fit the data. Parameters for these models can be found in Table 3.
preclude a disk that is precisely edge on, as is suggested
by the scattered light morphology. This apparent mis-
alignment of the disk, as traced by millimeter dust emis-
sion, and envelope, as traced by scattered light, has been
previously noted (Eisner 2012). We speculate that this
apparent misalignment may be due to a warped disk,
perhaps driven by a massive non-coplanar companion
(e.g. Mouillet et al. 1997; Dawson et al. 2011), or a mis-
alignment of the disk and envelope, perhaps caused by
a perturbation by a passing star sometime in the past
(e.g. Quillen et al. 2005).
Our best fit model is in good agreement with the mod-
eling results from Eisner (2012), which found that the
disk has a radius of 250 AU and an inclination of 70−90◦.
That said, our model suggests that the disk is more mas-
sive than their best fit models (0.005−0.01 M). Eisner
(2012), however, argues that their grid cannot produce
a model that fits all of the datasets simultaneously. Our
best fit model is also in good agreement with Wolf et al.
(2003), who model the SED, millimeter visibilities and
scattered light imaging to find that the disk has a mass
of 0.07 M and a radius of 300 AU. Gramajo et al.
(2010) also find a similar disk mass, radius and inclina-
tion by fitting the SED and scattered light image, but
find a substantially higher envelope mass (Menv ∼ 0.12
M). Studies that consider just the SED (Kenyon et al.
1993; Whitney et al. 1997; Furlan et al. 2008) or just the
scattered light image (Lucas & Roche 1997; Stark et al.
2006) typically find similar results.
4.10. IRAS 04365+2535
IRAS 04365+2535 is one of the few in our sample with
a detected Keplerian rotating disk (e.g. Harsono et al.
2014; Aso et al. 2015). Our best fit model for it has
a disk with a radius of Rdisk ∼ 140 AU and a mass
of 0.03 M embedded in a fairly massive, ∼ 0.07 M
envelope of material. The disk appears to be highly
inclined i ∼ 55◦. The visibility profile is flat from 50 kλ
onwards, likely indicating the presence of an unresolved
disk, but short-ward of this the visibilities rise and trace
emission from the envelope. There’s no clear evidence
of a flattening of the visibilities at short baselines, so it
is likely that we have resolved out large scale structure
of the envelope. Like IRAS 04016+2610, we need to add
a small amount of foreground extinction to fit the near-
infrared photometry. This may, however, be because
our millimeter visibilities resolve out large scale emission
and our model is not correctly capturing the large scale
envelope structure.
Our observations are generally in good agreement with
results from previous studies. Chandler et al. (1996)
suggested that the disk must be inclined by 40 − 68◦
based on observations of IRAS 04365+2535’s bipolar
outflow, and Hogerheijde et al. (1998) similarly found
an inclination of 55◦. Both Kenyon et al. (1993) and
Whitney et al. (1997) modeled the SED and found in-
clinations of 60◦ and ∼ 70 − 90◦ respectively. Whitney
et al. (1997) also found a disk radius of 50 AU, smaller
than we find here. Gramajo et al. (2007) modeled scat-
tered light images of the system and found an inclination
of ∼ 70◦.
Harsono et al. (2014) observed Keplerian rotation in
the IRAS 04365+2535 disk with 13CO observations and
modeled the disk with a radius of 80-100 AU and incli-
nation of 55◦. Similarly, Aso et al. (2015) modeled in-
fall and rotation detected towards the prototar in C18O
emission and found that the disk has an inclination of
65◦ and a radius of 100 AU. These results are both con-
sistent with our own model fits.
Unlike these other studies, though, Robitaille et al.
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Figure 3. 0.8 µm scattered light images from HST for the four sources where such images were available. We show an 0.8 µm
scattered light image produced from the best fit model as grey contours. In all four cases, although we did not fit our model
to the scattered light data, the best fit model does a reasonable job of reproducing the the scattered light distribution. IRAS
04032+2247 shows a more edge-on morphology than we find when fitting the combined millimeter visibilities and broadband
SED dataset, possibly indicating a disk warp or disk/envelope misalignment (see Section 4.9).
(2007), Furlan et al. (2008), and Eisner (2012) all find
much lower disk inclinations of i ∼ 18−30◦. It is perhaps
not surprising that Robitaille et al. (2007) and Furlan
et al. (2008) find different inclinations, as they only con-
sider the SED in their modeling. Our results likely differ
from Eisner (2012) because their observations did not re-
solve the disk well. The more recent studies with higher
quality millimeter data (Harsono et al. 2014; Aso et al.
2015), though, seem to agree with the results presented
here.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Class I vs. Class II Disk Masses
Over the past few decades, there have been numer-
ous studies of nearby star forming regions at millimeter
wavelengths with the aim of measuring disk masses for
large samples of disks, and this work has been acceler-
ated in recent years by the power of ALMA to quickly
survey large numbers of sources (e.g. Beckwith et al.
1990; Osterloh & Beckwith 1995; Dutrey et al. 1996; An-
drews & Williams 2005, 2007; Eisner et al. 2008; Mann &
Williams 2010; Andrews et al. 2013; Mann et al. 2014;
Ansdell et al. 2016; Eisner et al. 2016; Pascucci et al.
2016; Barenfeld et al. 2016; Ansdell et al. 2017). These
surveys have tended to target the population of Class II
protostar disks because they are no longer embedded in
an envelope, and so estimates of their disk masses are
more straightforward. We can compare the Class I disk
masses measured here with those of the older Class II
disks.
We show histograms of disk masses for our sample of
Class I disks compared with the sample of Class II disks
in Taurus from Andrews et al. (2013) in Figure 4. We
show the Taurus Class II disk masses because they are
from the same region as our Class I sample, but Class II
disks from other regions have similar distributions (see
Ansdell et al. 2017). We calculate the disk masses for
the Class II sample assuming optically thin dust so that,
Mdisk =
Fν d
2
κν Bν(T )
. (7)
We use standard assumptions, of κ1.3mm = 2.3 cm
2 g−1
(e.g. Beckwith et al. 1990) and T = 20 K. We also as-
sume a standard gas-to-dust ratio of 100.
We find that the median Class I disk mass is 0.017
M. This is several times higher than the Class II me-
dian disk mass, which we find to be 0.0024 M for the
Taurus sample. A more detailed study of Class II disk
masses finds that the mean Class II disk mass ranges
from 0.0015 − 0.0045 M for a number of nearby star
forming regions (see Ansdell et al. 2017). Through the
remainder of this section we use the median Class II
disk mass that we calculate to compare with our me-
dian Class I disk mass.
To ensure a fair comparison of Class I and II disk
masses, however, several precautions must be taken.
First, our disk masses are derived using temperature dis-
tributions and opacities that are allowed to vary, while
our Class II disk masses fix both. To test whether these
differences are affecting our results, we have computed
a disk-only 1.3 mm flux for each of our sources by ray-
tracing their models with the envelope removed. Disk
masses are then computed from those fluxes using Equa-
tion 7. We find that the median Class I disk mass when
computed this way is 0.015 M, only slightly different
from our original calculation. The slightly lower disk
mass makes sense, as several of our sources have disks
that are optically thick in the inner regions.
It has also been shown that Class II disk masses are
correlated with stellar mass (Andrews et al. 2013; Baren-
feld et al. 2016; Pascucci et al. 2016; Ansdell et al. 2016).
As such, when comparing disk mass distributions, we
must take care to ensure that our samples have similar
stellar host properties; otherwise our disk mass mea-
surements may be biased. We have used spectral types
measured for 7 of our targets (Doppmann et al. 2005;
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Connelley & Greene 2010) and a direct mass measure-
ment of an eighth to estimate stellar host masses for
our sample. We compare these masses with the Class
II stellar masses using two-sample tests and find that
p = 0.1−0.19, indicating that we cannot distinguish be-
tween the stellar populations. As such, we expect that it
is fair to directly compare disk masses. When we com-
pare the two disk mass distributions below, however, we
do account for the underlying stellar mass distribution
in one test.
If we assume that the disk masses for Class I and II
protostars are distributed normally in log-space, which
may not be a good assumption but enables a simple
comparison of the two samples, then a two-sided t-test
finds a probability of p = 0.018 that they are drawn from
distributions with the same mean value. If, instead, we
split each sample up into two categories, disks above
and below the median Class II disk mass, then a Fisher
Exact test, which is distribution independent, finds a
probability of p = 0.019 that Class I and Class II disks
are drawn from the same distribution. Thus the disk
mass distributions among Class I and II sources appear
different, with a significance of > 2 sigma. Finally, we
follow the procedure outlined in Andrews et al. (2013) to
compare the distributions: First we randomly draw 10
disks from the Class II sample. Eight disks are drawn to
have the same host properties as the eight Class I’s with
known spectral types, and two are drawn from the entire
distribution to represent the two Class I’s with unknown
spectral types. Next, we compute two sample tests such
as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test or the log-rank test to
compute the null-hypothesis probability. Finally, we re-
peat this process a large number of times while recording
the null-hypothesis probability each time. We find that
the two samples are different at the > 2σ level in 81% of
the trials and different at the > 3σ level in 45% of the
trials.
Our sample is missing 2 of the 12 companionless bona-
fide Class I protostars in Taurus, and those two are
among the faintest of our targets when when observed
with a single dish telescope (e.g. Motte & Andre´ 2001).
If their faintness also corresponds to a low disk mass, it is
possible that we may be artificially boosting the median
disk mass of Class I sources by biasing our sample to-
wards higher mass disks. If we assume that both sources
are similar in mass to IRAS 04181+2654A, which is at
the low end of our disk mass distribution, however, we
still calculate a median disk mass of 0.011 M. It is im-
portant to note, however, that a lower single-dish mil-
limeter flux may not indicate a low-mass disk. IRAS
04108+2803B has a comparable single dish flux to both
of these objects (Motte & Andre´ 2001) and yet we find
that its disk mass is near the median for Class I disks.
The higher average mass of Class I disks compared
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Figure 4. Histograms of the disk masses of Class I (green)
sources in our sample and Class II (blue) sources in Taurus
(Andrews et al. 2013). The red lines show the range of lower
limits for the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula (e.g. Weiden-
schilling 1977). We find that our Class I disks, on average,
are more massive than the Taurus Class II disks, likely due
to dust grain processing hiding matter in larger bodies in the
older Class II disks. However, there is still a lack of massive,
> 0.1 M disks, which may be needed to form giant planets.
with Class II disks is an indication that substantial dust
processing and grain growth occurs between the Class I
and II stages. If dusty disk material has grown into rock,
planetesimal, and planet sizes by the Class II stage, then
much of this matter would be hidden from millimeter
surveys, which are primarily sensitive to millimeter sized
dust. For a dust grain size distribution n ∝ a−p, the
opacity varies with maximum grain size like κ ∝ ap−4max
(Draine 2006). In order to explain the factor of ∼ 10
decrease in dust mass from the Class I to the Class II
stage as a change in opacity, a decrease in millimeter
opacity by a factor of ∼ 10 is needed. As our models
assume p = 3.5, an increase in the maximum dust grain
size by a factor of ∼ 75, say from 1 mm to 10 cm, could
explain this drop in flux. This is borne out by a number
of studies that have found cavities, gaps, spiral arms and
other asymmetries in Class II disks that may indicate
the presence of planets (Isella et al. 2010; Andrews et al.
2011; van der Marel et al. 2013; Casassus et al. 2013;
Andrews et al. 2016; Pe´rez et al. 2016; Isella et al. 2016;
Loomis et al. 2017; Fedele et al. 2017), although planets
have so far only been found in a few disks (e.g. Sallum
et al. 2015).
5.2. Implications for Giant Planet Formation
Recent disk mass surveys of Class II protostars
have raised concerns about whether their disks contain
enough mass to form giant planets (e.g. Williams & Best
2014; Eisner et al. 2016; Ansdell et al. 2016). An ac-
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counting of the material in our own Solar System, which
is dominated by the mass of Jupiter, suggests that disk
masses of & 0.01 − 0.1 M are needed to form a plan-
etary system like our own (e.g. Weidenschilling 1977;
Hayashi 1981; Desch 2007). The masses inferred from
sub-millimeter observations of Class II disks are, on av-
erage, below this Minimum Mass Solar Nebula. It has
also been found recently that gas-to-dust ratios in Class
II disks may be well below the canonical value of 100
(Williams & Best 2014; Eisner et al. 2016; Ansdell et al.
2016). If true, this would create further discrepancies
with the MMSN, although it may simply be that CO is
depleted in Class II disks (e.g. Miotello et al. 2017).
Whether Class II disks have enough mass to form gi-
ant planets may, however, be irrelevant, as evidence is
mounting that planets are already present in Class II
disks (see above). As such, the Class I disks, which are
younger (e.g. Evans et al. 2009; Dunham et al. 2015) and
have had less time for dust processing and planet for-
mation to occur, should better represent the initial mass
budget of disks for forming planets. And although the
Class I disk sample appears to be more massive, on av-
erage, than the Class II sample, it remains unclear from
our results whether Class I disks are massive enough to
form giant planets.
With a median disk mass of 0.016 M, Class I disks
do have enough mass, on average, to form giant planets
if the minimum amount of matter needed is 0.01 M.
However this median disk mass is still well below the
MMSN estimates of 0.06 M (Desch 2007) and the high
end of 0.1 M (Weidenschilling 1977). A t-test shows
with > 2σ confidence (p = 0.03) that the mean Class I
disk mass is below 0.06 M and with ∼ 3σ confidence
(p = 0.007) that the mean is below 0.1 M. There are
two sources (i.e. 20% of the sample; IRAS 04158+2805
and IRAS 04302+2247) that have Mdisk & 0.06 − 0.1
M, comparable to the ∼ 20% of stars with giant plan-
ets (Cumming et al. 2008), but this is clearly not statis-
tically significant.
If the upper end of the MMSN estimates do represent
better estimates of the initial amount of matter needed
to form giant planets, this may be an indication that
planet formation has already begun during the Class I
stage. In fact, recent observations with ALMA provide
evidence that this is the case. The HL Tau system,
which is now known to have a series of narrow gaps in
it’s disk (e.g. ALMA Partnership et al. 2015), is thought
to be somewhere between the Class I and II stages and
is likely ∼ 1 Myr old. If the gaps are carved by planets
(Dong et al. 2015), it would be an indication that planet
formation must begin early enough to form Saturn-mass
planets (e.g. Dong et al. 2015; Kanagawa et al. 2015)
within the first ∼ Myr. Perhaps even more interesting,
several Class I protoplanetary disks have recently been
found to also exhibit similar features. This includes WL
17, which has a 12 AU-wide hole in the center of its disk
(Sheehan & Eisner 2017), and GY 91, which has three
narrow dark lanes and is very similar to the HL Tau disk
(Sheehan & Eisner, in prep.). Although these features
could very well be produced by something other than
planets, many of the likely causes are still indications
that the planet formation process has begun. If planet
formation occurs during the Class I stage then we would
expect that disk masses are even higher at younger ages,
perhaps during the Class 0 stage, before dust processing
has had time to progress significantly.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an updated method for fitting
disk+envelope radiative transfer models to a multi-
wavelength dataset (e.g. Eisner et al. 2005; Eisner 2012;
Sheehan & Eisner 2014) that uses Markov Chain Monte
Carlo fitting. Although these models are computation-
ally intensive to run, the fitting can be done in a rea-
sonable amount of time when run in parallel on systems
with a large number of cpus.
We have used this modeling infrastructure to fit
disk+envelope models to a sample of 10 Class I proto-
stars in the Taurus Molecular Cloud. These sources were
chosen because they are widely accepted to be Class I
objects and also because none have been found to have
close companions. We find good fits to the combined
broadband SED and CARMA 1.3 mm visibilities dataset
for each source. The resulting best fit models are even
good matches to HST scattered light images, when such
images are available, despite the fit not including these
data.
From our best fit models we are able to determine
the disk masses for this sample of Class I sources. We
find that the median Class I disk mass is 0.017 M,
which is higher than the median Class II disk mass by
a factor of a few, although it remains unclear whether
Class I disks have enough mass in millimeter-sized dust
grains, on average, to form giant planets. Larger sam-
ples of Class I disks are needed to better nail down the
Class I disk mass distribution With ALMA now online,
a much larger sample of Class I disks can be observed
with higher spatial resolution and better sensitivity far
more efficiently, so it is only a matter of time before
these questions are answered.
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Figure 5a. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04016+2610.
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Figure 5b. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04108+2803B.
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Figure 5c. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04158+2805.
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Figure 5d. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04166+2706.
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Figure 5e. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04169+2701.
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Figure 5f. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04181+2654A.
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Figure 5g. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04181+2654B.
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Figure 5h. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04295+2251.
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Figure 5i. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04302+2247.
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Figure 5j. Projected posterior pdf for every combination of parameter pairs for IRAS 04365+2535.
